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REVELATION 
TEXTBOOK READING SUMMARY 

 
Instructions: 

Answers to the Reading Summary Questions should be a paragraph. 
 
 

1. Describe the basic three schools or methods of interpretation of the book of 
Revelation. Which view is accepted by the majority of the Church? 

 
2. What does the word “revelation” mean? 

 
3. Contrast the Lord and His title, He who “was, and is, and is to come”, and the 

Antichrist and his title, he who “was, and is not, and is to come.” 
 

4. What does it mean when the Antichrist is referred to as a man who “was, and is 
not, and is to come?” 

 
5. What are chapters four through nineteen of the book of Revelation a picture of? 

Why are these chapters so important for every Christian to understand? 
 

6. Discuss the differences between the two groups of 144,000 that are mentioned in 
the book of Revelation. 

 
7. What is the whole purpose of the woes and what will the reaction of mankind be 

to these woes. Explain from the story of the rich man and Lazarus.  
 

8. Discuss the two different women that are seen throughout the scriptures, citing 
examples. 

 
9. What is the “Unholy Trinity.” 

 
10. Discuss why the seven angels that bring the last plagues come out of the Holy of 

Holies and what is the personal for believers? 
 

11. From Revelation 17:14, develop the thought of being called, chosen, and faithful. 
 

12. When is says that the bride "hath made herself ready", what does it mean? 
 

13. At the marriage feast of the Lamb, who are the guests and how do they differ 
from the bride herself? Quote the verse from Song of Songs that shows some of 
the different heavenly groups of believers.  
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14. Describe the second coming of Christ from Revelation 19:11-21. 
 

15. Discuss through the example of an oyster producing a pearl why it is those 
Christians that wish to go on who go through tremendous hardships and 
sufferings.  


